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Burke Loxley, Megan Lindsay, and Prof. Jon Lewis set up
the shot, with the owner of Mattar's in the background.
All photos: Joseph Pascale

Ready,

set,

go!

Chef Melissa Knox, co-executive chef is on the air
onCCTV!

By Joseph Pascale
goose was instantaneously
"Hopefully, we'll help
switched with a fully-cooked
give them a first-hand
one.
experience in filming and
"This was a great
producing a cooking show,"
opportunity to get off the
said restaurant owner Mattar,
campus and in the field for a
who joked that he only has one
production," Lewis said.
name, like Madonna. This was
"They get to see what it's like
in reaction to the fact that
to work in the field. It's not a
Centenary advanced television- controlled environment; this is
real world stuff."
production students filmed a
"I love doing_ off-studio
cooking show at Mattar's
things. It's great- it's so much
Restaurant in late November.
Students Megan Lindsay fun," Lindsay said. "I like
working with Jon because he's
and Burke Loxley filmed the
relaxing," she continued. "He
program under the supervision
lets you work with what you
of Professor Jon Lewis,
have in your head instead of
Director of Studio Operations.
making you do something. He
Mattar said that he was
lets you figure things out, and
delighted to have them there as
that's the best way to do
they filmed him for an
something."
introduction and closing to the
"This was a good
show, and added that he hopes
opportunity to apply what Jon's
it will become a regular
been teaching in class," said
occurrence.
The main feature of the showLoxley. He explained that in
addition to filming, he would
was co-executive chef Melissa
also be involved in the editing
Knox, cooking a roast goose.
process. "We'll take all the
Lindsay operated the
videos back to the studio, mix
main camera, filming Knox as
the sound, and edit the three
she moved from tabletop to
videos into a final product."
stove preparing the goose, a
There are plans to have
cornbread stuffmg, and
students film at Mattar's in the
bourbon-roasted butternut
future. "'Cooking with
squash soup. Loxley hovered
Mattar' is intended to be in the
overhead, standing atop a
syllabus for cooking shows,"
counter where he could capture
Lewis said.
all the details with a smaller
"Right now it's a big If,
camera.
like it's going to
feel
I
but
"These items are fairly
said.
Mattar
happen,"
which
quick in preparation,
show will
cooking
The
spend
to
time
more
leaves you
as
Television
Centenary
on
air
the
with your family over
channel21,
Comcast
as
well
holidays," Knox said. Of
and it will air more than once.
course, with the magic of
for it during the month of
Look
to
needed
one
no
television
December.
wait three hours, since her raw
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By Daniel Marciano
Many are unaware of
. the amount of tension that
churns in the waves of the
Taiwan Strait. China, worrying
the Strait with its nuclear
arsenal and unmatched military
capabilities shares these waters
with the bullied Taiwanese
navy. 'ill add to the fire, the
United States provides a
nuclear umbrella to Taiwan,
mainly because a Communist
government dwells in the land
of China. The problem in this
very uneasy issue, is that
China claims Truwan as one of
its providences.
Following the 1949
Chinese Revolution, Communist leader Chiang Kai-shek
claimed control of the island.
Following this.take-over, this
dangerous area has been
ravaged by resentment,
increasing military tension, and
calls for independence on
behalf of Taiwan.
Currently, China is
flooding the Strait with an
unprecedented amount of naval
construction, including
submarine-building that far
outpaces the United States
construction. And its defensespending is more than three
times the amount Taiwan
spends, according to 2005
figures from the International
Institute for Strategic Studies.

Repeated military
exercises are normal in these
waters to let each side know
that they are prepared for an
attack.
Unless an agreement
is made between China and
Taiwan, it is only a matter of
time before a potential military
or nuclear attack occurs.
Recently, on October
26, a Chinese Song-class
diesel~powered attack subma- ·
rine was found to be stalking
the United States' Kitty Hawk
aircraft carrier while it was
performing routine military
exercises in the Pacific. The
Chinese submarine was able
come within five miles ofthe
carrier, UJ;J.detected, until it was
picked up by a routine
lance flight by one of the
carrier group's planes. · The
submarine surfaced within
torpedo-firing rage, and, had
the carrier been performing
anti-submarine exercises, the
incident would have escalated
into a war-threatening ~"'~'"'·'vu
between the two leading
superpowers of the world.
With two ongoing
wars in foreign countries and
an undocumented amount a
military involvement around
the world, one may ask just
how many problems the
States can fit on its plate.

By Justine Collado and
Sarah Guarriello
transportation. If they can not
Imagine having to live
clean clothing and a bed to
afford to pay for the bus,
·on a dollar per day.
sleep in. There is also lowthey
must walk everywhere.
Think about what you
income housing to help
The
only
difference is that in
would do. Believe it or not,
women who are working but
Newark,
over one billion people in
the 911system is in
can not afford to pay their rent.
place,
which
provides women
the world are living on just
In the poorer parts of
with
access
that, many of whom are
to
the hospitals in
Rio, people live in shacks
case of emergencies, but in Rio
women.
crowded on hillsides, which
women do not have easy access
The poverty rate l.n
often get knocked down by
to
hospitals, causing many
women is higher than in men
mudslides or rain storms. Most
babies
to be born at home. This
because in many parts ofthe
of these homes and all of the
increases
the health risk for
world, women are being denied shacks in Rio do not have
both
mothers
education, training, credit,
and children.
running water, so they have
It
ownership of land, and
is
harder
for women in
to walk to the nearest stream to
economic and political decision wash their clothes by hand. The poverty to live in Rio and other
making.
parts of the world, because
stream, a common place to get
there are many options for a
There are differences in water, usually is contaminated
poverty-stricken
the ways various countries treat with feces or garbage.
woman in the
U.S., to get assitance, and
their women; take, for example,
Women stay in the
Newark is an example of the
Riode Janiero, Brazil compared houses and take care of the
differences.
to Newark, New Jersey .
children, while the men go out
Opportunity and options
The poorest parts of Rio . and work.
or
our
economy
are in the outskirts of the town
and the
Women in both Rio de
overtures of our government
called the Faveles. The women Janiem and Newark may have
in Rio de Janiero living in
similar problems with
make those diferences.
poverty, have to walk up. to a
Both of the above articles were prepared for Dr. Shane
mile just to get meat and fruit
Fitzpatrick's political sciences classes.
from the market. Sometimes,
when they get to the market the
food is rotten, but they buy the
food anyway, because that's all
they will have to eat for the
week.
Unlike women in Rio de
Janiero, women living in low
income levels in Newark do not
have to walk far to find food.
Many women can get
government assistance and
receive food stamps. The food
stamps can be used in grocery
stores to buy basic needs.
There are also soup kitchens in
Newark that provide them with
food.
In Newark , there are
shelters set up for women
living on the streets. Many of
the shelters, like those operated
by the Several Sources
Foundation are only open from
4 p.m. to 7 a.m., but they allow Members ofiSO, the International Students' Organization,
women the safety that the
present a dining room clock to Linda Gonia, director of
streets do not provide. The
Chartwells Food Service. The clock now hangs above the double
shelters provide women with
doors of the Formal
Room.
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The pews about holiday shopping has been crazy this year, and it didn't even wait until after Thanksgiving to
begin. The Playstation 3 was released on November 17, and droves of people were able to shirk all of their
responsibilities so they could stand in line at retail stores across the country for a week, undeterred by the expensive price
tag.
Unfortunately for them, not many of those people were able to walk out of the ordeal with a PS3, because Sony
shipped a lot fewer units than they originally stated. Most sources believe they shipped only about half of the original
400,000 units they planned, which made PS3s more valuable than their $500--$600 price tag. I really doubt that many of
the PS3s that were released have even been played, because I don't think those lines were fllled by rabid Sony fan-boys.
Sure, there were probably a few, but I think a lot of the people that went out only wanted to make a quick buck.
The short supply of PS3s meant that they could sell for thousands of dollars on eBay; well over double what they
retail for. This led to ridiculous situations with people getting trampled as lines rushed the store and various other acts of
crime. It was all over .the news when it happened, and you can still. read scores of accounts online. Some people were
mugged while they waited in line, and their main concern was not losing their positions, and soine people were even shot.
There were store employees keeping the systems for themselves while claiming they had been stolen and people getting
robbed at gun-point before they could even get the PS3 home.
It's absolutely ridiculous that this would go on, and I don't see how Sony could have released such a small quantity.
From a moral standpoint, I think it's terrible to have people fighting like this, but even in terms of sales, I don't see how
it's benefiting them very,much. For all the press the PS3 received, it isn't as if anyone can go to the store and buy one.
Perhaps it is a marketing ploy to keep a short supply of them so customers alvJays buy them immediately without thinking
about the price, since they're such a rare item, but I'd hope not. It is interesting to note that the Nintendo Wii launched
just a few days later with minimal incidents. It, too, is rare, but there were many more of theni launched than PS3s.
Unfortunately, stores seem to encourage this fighting over merchandise. The same thing was going on, on Black
Friday, and it didn't involve a rare item. Stores made things rare on purpose by allowing only the first so-many people to
get the discounted price or other limits on how long the sale lasts. Just as with the PS3, people were lined up outside of
stores and were stampeding to get in as doors opened. Some people even sacrificed their Thanksgiving Day to wait in line
so they could be the first ones in the store at 5 a.m. That just doesn't seem right to me. I don't think that people should be
catering to the stores like that. If no one lines up for when they open, then they will be more inclined to keep the sales
going on longer.
Another growing trend has been dubbed Cyber Monday. Evidently, online sales increase on the Monday after
Black Friday because people take advantage of their jobs' high-speed Internet connections to shop at work. This year, a
number of stores held online sales in an effort to encourage the trend. I don't know if it worked, but I can tell you that
even though I saw a couple of decent deals, I didn't actually buy anything.
Come to think of it, my own habits probably reflect those of the majority of people. I wasn't out during any of that
craziness. I haven't bought a single gut yet, (it's early December) and that's the norrn for me. Most sales records from
previous years show that Black Friday and Cyber Monday aren't the top-selling days. Like me, most people are
procrastinators. They don't go out shopping until it's the last minute, and they need to get something. Sales records show
that the busiest shopping day of the year is usually the last Saturday before Christmas.
Joseph Pascale, editor

Correction: The article in the October issue 'of The
Quill about the college's purchase of two houses
1
'------- -------' on Moore Street was written by Kerri Schmatz.
Her name was inadvertently misspelled in the
byline.

Congratulations Team Fabuloso , Winners of the
Fall Iron Chef Competition
Reggie Charlestin
Jessica Curry
Natala Guillaume
Participating teams:
~am WNTL Melaine Theil, John Peterson and Mike Haver
Team Burnini ... Jose Ramirez, Sephanie Bumini and Neil Andrito
Team Holt ... John Holt, Siliang Wang and Amanda Grefski
Team Strategic Advancement...Emily Williams, Jessica Elgimil
Almond
Watch for the date of the Spring Competition ! ! The winning
team from the fall will face off' with the winning team from the
spring at the final competion to be held at the Presidents Picnic.
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By Kerri Schmatz

As this semester ends,
we've become familiar with
many ofthis fall's new hourlong television shows.
Students' priorities tend
to change as well with
homework getting done a little
faster, finals exams in the
wings, and away messages
going up more and more on
instant messenger, and the
world standing
still ... at least for an hour
According to Neilsen
Media Research, the company
which tracks and measures
media audiences, college-going
viewers between 18 and 24
years of age·watch as much TV,
up to 24 hours a week, as their

By Dan Aquino and Stephen
Reif
We have all faced
challenges that we might have
been told were impossible. We
may have faced obstacles that
stood in our way. One great
thing about the human mind
and
isthe
to
work and overcome almost any
obstacle.
One
ofthis
kind of determination is in the
person of
Chiis O'NeilL
He was born in
Hackensack
Medical Centei to Carol and
Michael O'Neill and was born

non-college-going peers. The
Nielsen TV Ratings have
tracked television viewership
·since the 1950s and statistically
measure which programs are
watched by different segments
of the population.
College students have
quixotic tastes in TV these
days. Grey's Anatomy is huge,
LOST dorillnates the
Wednesday night dramas, and
Prison Break is a Monday night
must-see on FOX.
Luke, a sophomore,
likes LOST because, "It's
original and interesting."
Junior Barry Goldberg,
is a frequent watcher of The
O.C. (Orange County
for those who have avoided
FOX for the past three years).

O'Neill's parents were
told that he would never be
able to walk, but he was
determined, even at a young
age to prove the doctors
wrong.
He knew that the
that was in front of him was not
going to be an easy one. "I
the
a way

O'Neill went to several
his
motor skills such as St.

!l
that affects the development of
the spinal cord and damages
the nerves in that area.

Hospital in New York City.
. O'Neill went through
physical therapy for four hours

's

For Goldberg, The O.C. has
everything a young man needs
to stay interested. "It's a drama
I actually like to watch," said
Goldberg. "Plus, it's not bad,
looking at beautiful girls each
week, and I love the cast and
the music."
The O.C. is a fictional
drama series based on the rich
teenage residents of Newport
Beach, California. It's
currently on Thursday nights at
9p.monFOX.
Grey's Anatomy, which
moved to Thursday nights (9
p.m) at the start of the 2006
television season, is one of the
most popular shows on
television right now, according
to Neilsen Media Research.
It follows the lives and

loves of five young surgical
interns at the fictional, Seattle
Grace Hospital.
Alyce Zabawa, a senior,
shares my love for this show as
well. "I just LOVE l.t! It's the
greatest show ever," said
Zabawa.
It's not just new shows
that students are watching.
Many students prefer to watch
re-runs of their favorite shows,
including Friends, CSI, and
The Family Guy.
Christina Boyer, a
senior, considers The Family
Guy, "a hysterical cartoon."
Freshman Vanessa
Gomez is a fan of the show
Friends because it reminds
her of her friends.
In 2007, Nielsen will

begin a two-year pilot study
measuring ratings among the
out-of-home audiences on
college campuses, including
dorms and sorority and
fraternity houses. Experts are
guessing that the new
audience count will bump up
ratings for shows such as
Grey's Anatomy and The
O.C. and for major football
games such as the Super Bowl.
By moving out of living
rooms and into dorm rooms,
the television industry, with the
help of Nielsen, hopes to gain a
better understanding of
what college students are
watching and why certain
programs carry more

a day, three days a week, and
did various activities such as
peddling on a stationary bike
and even swimming. Along
with all the physical therapy,
He underwent 35 surgeries to
different parts of his body in
order to aid him to walk.
"Going through so many
surgeries at a young age scared
the hell out of me. Not
knowing if it was going fo
affect me negatively or
positively put a lot on my
mind, but thankfully, it got me
to where I am today;" O'Neill
said.
all the hard
work and the many surgeries

paid off, and by the age of
eight he was able to walk with
the help of full leg braces, and
by the age of 12, _he no longer
needed them.
"Seeing myself walk,
and knowing that I had
accomplished something that
not many others could do, was
amazing; I felt that I could do
anything at that point in time."
And even though he is
limited by his condition, he still
manages to do things that
others do every day. He now
attends Centenary College
full-time, and is even one of
the
Equine students at the
college.

O'Neill's story can be
seen as proof that nothing is
impossible if one is willing to
work hard enough and not to be
afraid of failure, a story that
impresses everyone that is
willing to hear it.
Roommate Matt Molloy
says, about O'Neill's
miraculous story, "Even after
knowing Chris for such a short
time, I could tell what kind of
person he is. It's pretty cool to
know someone who has
overcome something as big as
being able to go against what
they're
it gives people the
feeling
is

appeal than others.
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By Lisa Bogert
confiscate our phones if they
Reserving the Plaza:
see us using them."
$100,000. Booking a string
Nicole Lane , a teacher
quartet:. $20,000. Wearing a
Christian High
Eastern
at
custom made Vera Wang
"The
agrees,
School
gown: $15,000. Hearing a cell
of cell phones
uses
constructive
phone ring during your vows:
forgotten;
be
not
should
Priceless.
however, it is easy to focus
The benefits of this
solely on the vices when
.
technological device, the cell
students would rather play
phone, have been far reaching.
games· on their
downloaded
Its advent has greatly increased
to my lesson.
listen
than
phones
safety and the connection
able to
be
should
Teachers
between people worldwide, but
not
technology,
with
work
as with every good thing, there
it."
with
compete
is a drawback. It seems
Investment bankers Phil
anywhere you go, you'll be
and Roland Vander
Barrow
eardruman
sure to hear
Meer say that cell phones in the
threatening ring tone during a
work place are implemented on
Broadway production, an
a strictly "business only"
intimate conversation on a
function. The bankers tend to
public bus, or from a textagree that cell phones used for
messaging teen living up to his
personal reasons are not only a
or her title during a classroom
misuse of time, but also very
lecture~
unprofessional. Says Mr.
Anyone who has ever
Barrow, "Nothing is more
had a cell phone is guilty of
one or more breaches in mobile impolite than a polyphonic
version of the William Tell
etiquette.
Overture going off in front of a
Even though cellular
client."
phones are a relatively new
The cell phone
technology, different
has certainly grown
phenomenon
generations seem to agree on
in the last few years. With new
certain areas of simple cell
features like text- and photophone manners.
messaging, to gaming, music and
Rachael Romanowsky, a video clips along with wireless
senior at Choate Rosemary Hall Internet access, prices have soared.
Most well-known wireless
says, "Everyone has cell
companies make over $1 billion in
phones at school, even the
annual revenue, leaving
freshmen. It doesn't seem
Americans tapped out and
unusual to see someone taking
impolite.
pictures or downloading music
What to do? A polite
through their phone, let alone
will choose an
person
just talking or texting about
ring
environmentally-friendly
private matters. It's during
conversations
public
keep
tone,
lecture or performances that the
brief and hushed, and keep the
phories really should be shut
off in the theatre and
phone
off, because professors know
since it is unlikely that
church,
that students are texting or
playing games even if there is
God will call usingCingular.
no sound. Professors usually

By Joseph Pascale
How prevalent has
Internet addiction become?
Centenary's Counseling
Center recently sent out an email about Internet addiction
which included an online quiz
that could diagnose how
addicted someone is. The
Counseling Center defines
Internet addiction as "any
online-related, compulsive
behavior (sex, gambling,
gaming, etc.) that interferes
with normal living and causes
severe stress on family, friends,
loved ones, and one's work/
school environment. It is a
compulsive behavior that
completely dominates the one's
life. The internet becomes
more important than family,
friends, and work. It becomes
the organizing principle of
one's life."
That degree of behavior
would definitely pose a
problem, but there may be a
thin line between normal use
and addiction. More and more
features are becoming available
online, and it can be easy to
lose track of time browsing
sites like Myspace or Youtube.
Lorna Farmer, Director
of the Counseling Center, said
that she did not receive any
response to the e-mail, and she
took that as a bad sign. Usually
when the office sends an e-mail
about a similar problem, people
who are interested in seeking
help contact them, she said, but
she thinks there are students at
Centenary who can't even pull
themselves away long enough
to seek help.
"I check my five e-mail
accounts and IMDB [Internet
Movie Database] every
morning. Then I'm good for
the day, although I check my email regularly," said Alyce
Zabawa, Communication
major. "I'm always on the

Internet, because I work part
time for an electrical supply
company," Zabawa said.
She spoke positively of
the controversial social
networking site Myspace. "I
actually like Myspace. If it
hadn't been for Myspace, I
wouldn't be talking to a girl
that I got into a pretty nasty
argument with. We reconciled,
and now we're friends,"
Zabawa said. "I don't use it in
a negative way. I thirik.it's a
good way to stay in contact
with friends."
"I always see Myspace
in the news," said Rachel
Ceddia, Accounting major.
"It's really scary because the
young kids are on there and
they have all of their
information where everyone
can see it. It's sad, twisted and
scary. I like Facebook better,
because it has more privacy."
However Ceddia did not
find Facebook's recently
implemented news feed to be a
benefit to the site. Facebook
received a lot of complaints
and online petitions to remove
the news feed, but they left it
up while allowing users to
change their personal news
feed options. "It's kind of
weird with Facebook because
now you log in and can see
what everyone has been doing.
Who is in a relationship and
who is not; it's too personal."
She likes Facebook
because it allows her to
communicate with friends from
high school and middle school
whom she does not get to see
anymore, and she also enjoys
being able to view her friends'
photo galleries.
About the Internet in
general, Ceddia said, "I'm not
addicted to it. I think it really
phases out social interaction. It
just gets really annoying
sometimes because you want to

talk to someone in person."
"I'm addicted. I'm on
the internet 2417 ," said Keith
Schneider, Biology major.
"When I get up in the morning
I don't even watch TV
anymore. The first thing I do is
go on the computer."
Schneider didn't feel
that he suffered from the
problems described in the
definition of Internet addiction,
but he did say, "Sometimes it is
;:t little distracting; like if I have
schoolwork. I can't say that it
hasn't happened. I think for
some people it is an addiction.
I know this one girl who
constantly talks about
Myspace. It's her main
conversation piece. You need
to get a life outside of
Myspace."
"I think they're a good
to
way stay connected to
people," Nicole, Accounting
major said speaking of
Myspace and Facebook. "I
found a lot of people that I lost
touch with, but I also think it's
a big distraction. People spend
a lot of time on there." She
was critical of Myspace's
feature to order your "top
friends." "I think it causes a lo
of stupid fights with people.
Too many people read too
much into it. I think that the
internet really puts a damper o
things. When I was young we
would play outside. Now they
just play games online. They
lose connectivity with humans.
There's a wealth of info online,
but they need to know when to
shut it off."
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Centenary: a welco01e opportuformany
international students
By June Jung
It is four in the morning. . students with their studies, the
international program provides
A tired-looking student with a
tutors
and conversation
stack of books comes out of the
partners.
darkened Seay building. She
"Centenary college is
moves towards h~r dormitory
small
enough
to support
silently.
international
students.
Small is
"It is my first time to go
good,
because
we
can
take
to sleep at four in the morning
them to places like Wal-Mart
because of homework," says a
and to ·see doctors. If Centenary
21-year- old il).ternational
were
a big college we could
student from Korea , who came
never
take a student to a
here to study English. "Things
doctor,"
says International
are more difficult for me than
Liaison
andESL
instructor,
for American students, because
Prof.
Arlene
Young.
¥ung
even though I understand the
says,
'We
give
help
in
various
material, it is hard for me to
areas.
We
provide
academic
express it in a second
support by giving tutors; we
language."
offer
social support by
This year, Centenary
explaining
things that are
College has 59 undergraduate
different
from
their cultures,
and 12 graduate students from
and
we
take
them
to see doctors
different countries, such as
and
nurses
when
they
have
Korea, Japan, China, Ireland,
medical
problems.
We
act like
Sudan and countries in South
a
substitute
family."
America . The majority of the
International students
students came to study a
also
can
get involved in school
second language or came
activities
through the
through exchange programs.
International
Student
"I came here on a
Organization
(ISO). "The
scholarship called theBusiness
purpose
of
the
organization is
Education Initiative. It is
to
facilitate
communication
funded by the British Council
between international students
and is aimed at improving not
from different cultural
only business skills of young
backgrounds," says Jae Won
people in North Ireland, but
Choi from Korea , the president
also giving them a broader
of ISO.
outlook on life and different
However, because of a
cultures," says Mairead Smyth,
sense
of
isolation, most
22, a Business Marketing major
international
students socialize
from North Ireland.
almost
exclusively-with
fellow
For students who cross
students from their own
national boundaries for the
country.
purpose of study, life at
Dr. Robert Frail,
Centenary is challenging. The
director
of International Studies
majority of the students who
and English Professor,
came here to learn English find
mentions that the one big
it difficult to deal with various
reason
for social ghettos is that
problems.
some
find
it exhausting to
"I think the language
speak English all the time.
problem is the toughest one,"
"It is difficult to make
says, Haruka Takenaka, 20, a
American friends, because I
Communication major from
Japan . To help international

am not comfortable with
speaking English, yet. I would
like to make American ·friends
if I feel more confident in
speaking English," says Tae
Hwa Kang who is from
Korea, 22, a Fashion Marketing
major.
Americans also find it
hard to connect with
international students. Craig
Alaburda, 22, a Criminal
Justice major says, "It is
difficult for American students
as well, because the
international students give the
appearance that they don't want
to socialize with American
students by staying in groups:"
The most striking
problem many international
students find is not about
studying, but the cultural gap.
Kathleen Boody,
Associated Dean of Students
says, "Most of the international
students wish to live with
Americans students before
they come here. Mter they are
here, they find it is difficult to
deal with the cultural
differences and want to share a
room with other international
students." Boody added that
frequent problems mentioned
are listening to music too
loudly, and bringing oppositesex friends into the rooms.
Food is also a big issue.
"I miss Asian food. I don't
really like greasy food. But
now I have no other choice,"
says Yuan Yuan Lin from
China, 24, who is working on
an MBA. Lin said that many
Asian students spend extra
money to buy food in Chinese,
Japanese and Korean markets
in New York City . Prices are
twice the amount than in their
home countries.
A foreign student who
wishes to study in America
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faces legal red tape, as well: an
·approval from the Student
Exchange and Visitor
Information Service (SEVIS).
developed by the U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization
Service, and an I-20 form from
the U.S. Department of Justice
and from the university. After
a student gets SEVIS, the
student still needs to have an
interview to get a visa from the
American Embassy. Getting a
visa, which takes a minimum of
three weeks, however, is harder
for students from some
coJ.mtries.
"It's been difficult for
Chinese students. It is getting
easier now, but there are still
difficulties," says Prof. Young.
"When you have an interview
with the American Embassy,
sometimes they don't believe
that Chinese students have
enough money to live here. It is
different from other countries
with strong support from their
· families. For Korean men, the
embassy knows that they have
to go back to serve in the
arniy."
After September 11 , the
American governmenthas
given extra scrutiny to
international students because
of the concern that they could
be connected with terrorism.
International students get visas
that only allow students to
study. They may allow them to
work in schools, but working
outside of school and working
after graduation is illegal. Most
international students use
work-study programs to earn
some pocket money, but
compared to money they spend,
it is extremely small. Most
international students pay over
$ 32,000 a year just for tuition.
With that amount of money,
many international students
can graduate from a four-year
college in their homelands.
Most international

students have speCific goals to
achieve. Most students wish to
experience a diffyrent culture
and gain knowledge that they
can bring back to their
homelands.
Take,shi Arikawafrom
Japan, 29, majoring in Business
Marketing says," I worked in
two pharmaceutical companies
for five years , but I wanted to
go to a business school in
America, so I came here. After
graduation, I want to work as a
bridge between Japanese and
foreign companies."
Reham EL-Tayeb, 19, a
Business Administration major
from Sudan says, "I am
considered very lucky in my
country to have such a chance
to study in America , because
considering the situation in the
Middle East , it is very difficult
to study abroad. I came here to
get some work experiences that
I couldn't get in Sudan . It
would make .me different from
any other Sudanese people who
just lived in Sudan ."
Like EL-Tayeb, many
students see life in America as
a uniquely valuable chance
which will benefit themselves
and their countries.
Assistant professor of
Fine Arts and associate
professor of International
Programs, Hyo Chong Yoo
says, "I want'them to
experience something they
cannot get from their home
countries. Especially"mr Asian
students, they do not usually
have strong confidence,
because the culture is different.
Most of them are coming from
the Confucius culture. They are
conservative but at the same
time very hard-working. Living
in America , however, will help
students to be more active and
dynamic. I hope both American
students and the international
students benefit from each
other."

Good luck in final exams,
and happy holidays!

.
·
a
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By Xiaomin Zeng
Chopsticks were
developed about 5,000 years
ago in China. It's important to
use chopsticks properly when
you eat Chinese food. It might
take some time to practice, but
it's worth learning it.
To begin with, you
should learn about how to pick
up your chopsticks:
First, Pick up chopsticks
by the thumb, the index finger,
and the middle finger.
Second, support the
chopsticks by the other hand.
The last step is to hold the
chopsticks properly and learn.
about the basic rule of using
chopsticks:
The first step is to rest
the end of the lower chopstick
in .the V of your .thumb and
forefinger. Support the
chopstick with th~ little finger
and the ring finger.

back in the bag and fold the
The second step is to
hold the upper chopstick as if it bag in half. This indicates that
they are used.
·
were a pencil, held between
Moreover,
to
avoid
your middle finger and index
making mistakes, you should
finger; and anchored with your
also remember there are some
thumb.
bad
manners:
The third step is to make
Wving
chopsticks above food
sure the tips of the chopsticks
dishes.
are always even, and the same
Sticking chopsticks into food
length - it is impossible to use
instead
of picking them up.
the chopsticks effectively if the
Picking
up a cup/bowl with the
tip of one stick protrudes
hand
that
is holding your
·
beyond the other.
chopsticks.
Last, but not least, when
Sucking chopsticks.
picking up food, the lower ..
Sticking chopsticks vertically
chopstick should remain still into
a bowl of rice.
only the upper chopstick should
food from your .
Passing
pivot, with the thumb as axis ..
chopsticks
to somebody ..
Besides these steps, you
else's chopsticks.
should also remember that it's
Practice makes perfect ..
impolite to hold chopsticks
Use your chopsticksin a
withfivefingersin Chipasince
proper way and Enjoy Chinese
you are not using a fork.
Finally, when you finish
meals!
you dinner, put chopsticks

The art of the tea cerenton

Photo: Seong-Eun Im; tea service, Prof: Hyo-Chong Yoo
By Hitomi Yoshioka
There are so many kinds of tea in the world. My country, Japan,
has its own tea culture whose history is more than 400 years.old.
F4"st, it came from China, where tea was a kind of medicine
for royal people. At this time only upper class people could drink
tea. Most people could not get it, and many people didn't know
what the tea was. After this, step by step, it was changed to a food
of entertainment .
The tea ceremony is representative of Japanese culture.

Sen no Rikyu is the one
who established tea ceremony,
for example, manners, the tea
service set, and the place that
you should perfom the tea
ceremony.
In Japan we have a
Japanese tea ceremony teacher.
Many people do work related
to tea: it is a traditional art. I
have two qualifications for a

to me, I clean the bowl and
then make it again. After Ihave
made for a number of people; I
tea ceremony's lecturer.
clean the bowl and tools in
Before we start the tea
front of everyone. Finally, I
ceremony, we choose a good
place to play the tea ceremony. · bow and return to my place.
All movements have
Next, prepare all tools, and
many minute rules; for
prepare materials, for example,
instance, how to sit; how to
spoon, cup, bowl, tea,
bow, how to put on tools, how
handkerchief, shaker and a
to pour water and how to drink
sweet. Also, we should wear a
tea. Rules and the manner of
traditional Kimono. After we
tea ceremony are changed
finish that, we can start the tea
every season. Persons who
ceremony.
learn the tea ceremony, also
First, sit in your own
study about Japanese culture,
seat; then, bow. Second, pour
for example, Japanese history,
hot water into a bowl to warm
good point of season, etiquette
the bowl. After having thrown
away water, use a spoon to put · and how to be a nice traditional
Japanese woman.
on two spoonfuls of the green
I learned the tea
tea in the bowl. Next ,use a
spoon and put a spoonful of hot ceremony for 12 years; it was
very nice for my life. It often
water in the same bowl and
becomes my stress-coping, and
mix it.
it teaches me how I can treat a
People who will drink
person. This culture lesson js
tea should finish eating sweets
my most important skill and
at this time. Third, give tea to
help.
Also when 1 teach tea
the drinker, and wait until he or
ceremony
for students it gives,
she finishes. When the person
me
another
skill.
finishes drinking and brings it
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By Joseph Pascale

girlfriend or friends and gifts
are optional. "I was surprised
by real Christmas trees," Saki
added, since they have fake
trees in Japan. However,
Christmas is similar for kids in
Japan. "Parents pretend to be
Santa and give presents to
children," Saki said.

"Japanese people
don't have a specific religion,"
Saki said. She explained that everyone celebrates Christmas,
regardless of religion, and the
same goes for the traditional
New Year's celebration of
My own
families going to a Shinto
temple.
"January first, New
By Kerri Schmatz
Years, is more celebrated than
Fragrant pine branches.
Christmas," Saki said. "We
Flames on the hearth. Tne
usually go to the temple to pray smell of turkey roasting. Pies,
and it's so crowded with
cakes, and cookies fresh from
people."
the oven ....
She said that it is a
Name any other holiday
holiday families spend together that's as much a feast for the
and grandparents give their
senses, or the heart, as
grandchildren money. There
Christmas is.
are certain cultural foods called
My personal favorite
osechi that they always eat for
dish at Christmas time is my
New Years. All of this food is
mother's homemade cornbread
made of vegetables and seafood stuffing. It includes tasty
and Saki used a "very simple
cornbread,savorysausage,and
soup" with rice cakes and
sweet apples and cranberries.
carrots as an example. She said The sugary taste of the
that it takes a long time to cook cranberries and applesare a
all of the food, and many
perfect complement to the
people buy their food already
flavorful sausage. It's truly a
cooked.
delicious addition to the
"Most people wear a
already appetizing Christmas
kimono on that day," Saki said.
dinner.
"Every year, our family goes to
This dish is sure to
the temple to buy a talisman.
please the eyes as well as the
Because of having this, we can
palette. Why not make it part of
live safely." The talisman is
your holiday celebration?
like a small woven pouch
-Happy Entertaining, and,
containing a sacred object
Happy Holidays!
which should never be looked
Ingredients:
at. The writing on the talisman
2 boxes of Cornbread mix
is specific to what a person
prepar~d 1 day ahead and cut
chooses.
into cubes
"It depends on what I
4 tablespoons olive oil
want for the next year," Saki
4 tablespoons fresh thyme
said, giving examples of
leaves or 1 tablespoon dried
prqtection or doing betterin
thyme
school.
Salt and freshly ground pepper,
·"America;' Christmas to taste
is so bright, and everyone
2 pounds bulk pork sausage

~~l~bmH!5 With ffimily ,"

Bill

said, but she said that in Japan
they do not usually celebrate
with family, they spend the
holiday with a boyfriend/

2ta.blMpMns unsru.ted butter
3 cups chopped onions
6 ribs celery, chopped
1 cup dried cranberries
1 cup finely or coarsey .

chopped apples (chop to
your liking)
4 tablespoons chopped fresh
sage leaves, or 2 teaspoons
dried sage
1/4 cup chopped fresh flat-leaf
parsley
2 cups low-fat chicken broth,
preferably homemade
Salt and freshly ground black
pepper to taste

PREPARAUON:
1.) Preheat the oven to 350
degrees F. Place the cornbread
cubes in a large bowl with 2
tablespoons of the olive oil, 2
tablespoons of the thyme, and
salt and pepper.
2.)foss well. Spread the cubes
out on two baking sheets. Bake
until slightly toasted, 15
minutes, Return the cubes to
the bowl.
3.) Meanwhile, cook the
sausage in a non-stick skillet
over medium-high heat,
breaking the meat up with a
spatula, until cooked through
and lightly browned, 15 to 20
minutes. (Pour off the. fat if too
much of it accumulates during
cooking.) Using a slotted
spoon, add the meat to the bowl
with the cornbread (breaking
the meat up more if necessary).
4.) Heat the remaining 2
tablespoons olive oil and the
butter in a heavy saucepan.
Cook the onions and celery
over medium-low heat, stirring
until wilted, 10 minutes. Then
stir in the cranberries and
apples, and cook another 5
minutes. Fold the mixture into
the cornbread.
5 .) Using a rubber spatula, toss
the remaining 2 tablespoons
thyme, sage, and parsley with
the cornbread. Slowly drizzle
in the broth, 1/2 cup at a time,
until the stuffing is moist to
your liking. Adjust the
seasonings to taste. Cool
completely to room

'

temperature before stuffing the
turkey. Or simply plate up and
enjoy.
Yield: 16 cups; enough for a 20
to 24-pound turkey.

her family's house in
Maryland or with his family in
Philly.
"Christmas means a lot
to me; it's a time when I can
spend some time with my
Name: Thomas Woolfolk a.k.a family and just enjoy .their
company. I couldlt' imagine
TJ
Christmas without family.
Year: Junior
Christmas for me used to be
Major: Criminai Justice
more about getting gifts, but as
This Christmas TJ will
I have grown that's changed.
be spending Christmas with his
Now, it's more about
mother at his aunt's house in
experiencing the joy you bring
Monroe ,NJ.
to the person you give to."
"The best part of
Christmas for me is spending
Name: John Collins a.k.a J-Rab
time with my family. Being
here at school, I don't get to see Year: Junior
Major: Sports Management
them as much as I would like
This Christmas, John is
to. My family has a tradition of
going
to
his father's house in
making a lot of pies for
Jersey
City.
Christmas day. Some of the
"To me, Christmas is
pies we make are: apple, sweet
about
getting
together with my
potato pie, and my specialty,
family
and
celebrating
the
strawberry cheesecake. I~
of
the
holiday.
religious
aspect
basically a big dessert feast."
I'm look forward to seeing all
of
my family members and
Name: Monconjay Woewiyu
spending
time with them this
a.k.aMonk
holiday. Some of the things
Year: Senior
we do include exchanging gifts,
Major: Communication
eating
a huge dinner; and then
This Christmas Monk is
go
out
to a party with my
going to be spending time with
his girlfriend and son at either
uncles."
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to pursue
CeJJ.te:nary College Grnd:uate students have a choice of educational options
ilieir studies_ Students vliho "'~rish complete their degree in a traditional classroom enviromnent
can do so_ Centeumy ~Ilso offers online progranJ:S for students who need a more fienble schedule_
T.RADITION~t\L PROGRi~J\1IS

·Bttsiness
• Business Ad:n1inistration
Education
"'1Edneational Leadership
• Instructional Leadership
• School C{n.mselmg
• Special Education

ONLINi"E
~ Business Ad:rni:nimation

• E.dncational Pract~ce
• Homeland Security Certificate
t~:·I.eadership & Public Adrrillristrafu::;n

"'Professional Aeccn.mting
ACCELERA:l'ED ON-GROlJND PROGRAI\!1

· • Business Adrn]nistration

Englisi:I aDd Fco:n:1ip Lanpage,
>It

0'1;1.:'~; T. ,;;.fi!.....,..'"~h""""""
1:1n
L.at~ll~H. LJ..~..iatu.Jt~

C£t~
•Co~ling

• Ctnmsebg Psychology
• Psyclmanalysis
• School Coim.Seling

Soeia! and Behavioml Scien~
• Le4dersbip & Public ..:\dmioistration

CENTENAR)~
CfJLLEr_:;,E
NE'lh' JE.RSEY
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ILLUSTRATORS

®INVITES

THEIR SKETCHBOOKS!
Design contest debuts for fashion lovers nationwide
Got what it takes to be a fashion designer? Wll, now is the time to prove it! Noxzema is inviting fashion designers, fashion lovers and aspiring illustrators to
submit a sensational sketChbook design in the beauty brand's first ever national fashion design illustration contest.
What's the juicy jackpot for the designer selected as the best? One talented winner will be awarded the fabulous prize of a trip to NeW'lork City for two,
tickets to New York Fashion Week in September 2007 and the priceless opportunity to "shadow" an editor at a national fashion magazine for the day.
Beginning October 9, 2006 , illustrations can be submitted on the www Noxzema.com or by mail. Each complete entry will be judged by a premier panel
comprishig four renowned experts in the fashion, design and retail worlds, including Jasmin Kherzi, who is the original creator of Noxzema's new "Pretty. Smart."
graphic characters. Once the expert judging panel has evaluated all entries, pictures ofthe best design entries will be posted on ww'\l\Noxzema.com, and fashion lovers
across the countrjwill cast their votes to selectone lucky_ and talented winner.
Noxzema has an amazing heritage as a classic beauty brand," said Amy Spera, Brand Manager for Noxzema. "The Noxzemabrand knows how to deliver a·_
beautiful clean that makes women stand out, but,
understand that our consumers ·occasionally rely on more thaJ:J. just beautiful skin to get noticed. We thought it
would be a smart idea to give fashion-savvy contestants the cha!lce to show us an outfit they designed for one of our new graphic Noxzema girls ."

we

Interested cont~stants can learn more aboutthe Noxzema girls Brigid,.Zoe and Monique on www Noxzema.com. Each character has their nwn unique style and
personality, so contestants can decide which of the three personalities appeals to them most when creating their outfits. For instance, Brigid represents a 25-year old
dance instructor from Miami . In her free time, she loves to go to clubs in South Beach and read up on the latest celebrity gossip!
Contest closes January 5, 2007 . Tfie winner w~l be mfuounced in March 2007.
contest rules, visit www. Noxzema .com.

No ptirchase necessary. Fqrmore iJilformationon Noxzema .and dlicial

Cll

-Centenary practices
good fire safety

ISBy Dan Aquino

By Alyce Zabawa
lri light of recent news
stories about The 2002 Seton
Hall fire and two other fires at
various colleges in the country,
students might wonder how
safe Centenary is in the event
of a fire.
According to Dean
David Jones, unlike the
situation at Seton Hall
University, all the residence
halls have working sprinklers.
Also, by nextyear, all
upholstered furniture
will meet California fire code
regulations.
Assistant Dean of
Students Kathleen Boody said,
"One-fire drill in the residence
halls is required every

Centenary does not have as
many false alarms" as Seton
Hall had, resulting in students
there, ignoring the alami.
A federal law requires
that all institutions have
extension cords and surge
protectors with a UL symbol to
indicate their safely.
Dean Boody said that
students must "Comply with all
rules of the student handbook."
Also, they should make
sure they keep a clean clear
path to their door and through
the hallway in case a fire were
to break out. The biggest issue,
she said, is people who put
electrical wires in a place
where they can be pinched or

~uillu~tu[ hOWGYtr,

cut, extension cords or laptop

Centenary does two fire drills
plugs under chairs or in door
each semester."
jams. "They need to stop doing
·Dean Jones added,
that, immediately," she said.
"Students evacuate quickly, and

Usually, when people
wake up at 9:30 on a Saturday
morning to go to Atlantic City,
three hours away, it's to do
some gambling. But on
December 2, it was for a
different reason: to go watch
one of Centenary's own
perform at the Catch a Rising
Star comedy club in The
Resorts.
Brian Nauer, the one we
call Mr. Centenary, performed
at the Catch a Rising Star
competition after winning in
the preliminary competition
held here at Centenary. His
next step was to perform in
Atlantic City against other
students from colleges all over
New Jersey such as Stockton,
The College of New Jersey,
and Rowan with the same goal,
to move on to the next stage of

the competition.
I met with Brian in the
parking lot of Washabaugh at
10 to get started on the long
journey to AC. On the trip
Brian seemed as though he
didn't even realize he was in
the competition.
"I've gone over my
routine hundreds of times, I'm
confident in myself, so I might
as well enjoy the ride," Brian
said. Along the ride we talked
about his routine and what he
expected from the experience.
"I think I'm just going
to go up there and hope for the
best; I've cut d.own a lot of my
act, but there's going to be a
couple of surprises for you

guys," he said with a smile,
After arriving at the hotel, we
walked around the casino even
stopping by a dance
competition that was being held

in the same hotel. At 2:30,
Brian was asked to meet with
the other young comedians in
the Catch a Rising Star club,
and to wait for the show.
I met with Brian's
mother and uncle outside the
doors to the club and asked
them how they-felt about all
this.
"When Brian came
home and told me that he had
won the Catch a Rising Star
competition, I was thrilled. I
couldn't wait to see Brian do
his thing on stage, I'm just
nervous for the outcome, but
I'm sure he'll do fine," his
mother said.
Brian was scheduled to
be the eighth of 11 performers
on stage.
When his name was
(Continued on next page)
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The Holiday a fun
Is Playstatio n 3 worthy of its
hoopla? ot according to some seasonal ro01p
By Alyce Zabawa
By Edward Cross

We all have our own ways
of relaxing or having fun. Some
folks like to curl up in a cozy
chair and read a book. Others
enjoy spending a night out with
friends. Couples love seeing
movies together.
For many people,
playing video games is a staple
of relaxation. Video games
have genres that can appeal to
any demographic group. They
span the gamut in terms of their
variety, feel, and ingenuity. It's
no wonder the gaming industry
rivals Hollywood these days.
Gaming is a multibillion dollar industry With
three figureheads in the thick of
a cold war.
and
Sony,
Microsoft,
Nintendo all have their
respective new launch systems.
The Playstation 3,
Sony's product, stands high
above its competitors. The
reasons behind this elevated
position are many, but are not
all glorious tales of honor and
whimsy. Sony dominated the
market years before unveiling
its new system this November.
The Playstation 2 had been a
huge success because of its
gargantuan library of games,
and its technical prowess over
its competition.
Microsoft's Xbox held a
slight industry grasp with
games like Halo, and
Nintendo's Gamecube earned
itself horrible nicknames like
the "Lunchbox."
Neither stood their
ground against the juggernaut
that was the Playstation 2.
Today, though, the nextgeneration console wars are
raging anew. The release of the
Playstation 3 on Nov. 17 stoked
a fervor like no other for the
holiday season.

The hype surrounding the
Playstation 3 is well-deserved.
The system boasts a new
Blu-Ray Disc player, a cell
processor and up to 60 gigs
worth of hard drive space. To
the technically savvy, the
Playstation 3 is like a
Mercedes. Less technically
inclined people might not
know what all that mumbojumbo means, but it translates
into English as: Powerful.
Power comes at a price,
though. The Playstation 3 is a
whopping $600. That high a
price was sure to cause an
outrage among consumers.
Thatisnotthe onl'yproblem'
facing Sony's prized treasure.
The launch a few weeks ago
caused quite a ruckus for
people desperately waiting in
lines to procure one.
Stories circulated around
gaming websites and news
channels about the horrors
some people endured in launch
lines. As if the price were not
bad enough, a major drought of
systems only increased the
negativity surrounding the new
Playstation. People waiting in
lines for hours were greeted
witp only six systems available
in some places.
The local EB in
Hackettstown only received six
for its reservations. No
comment was given as to when
more would be available.
Supply and demand causes
havoc with a productlike the
Playstation 3. Most systems
that were lucky to make it to
consumers were, and still are,
promptly put on Ebay. The site
is home to over 13,000 auctions
for the new Playstation.

That's over 13,000
people that are not playing the
system. They put it up for
auction in hopes-of turning
triple, or quadruple profit for
the holidays. The worst news to
come out of this launch is
another waiting-in-line horror
story. A report on G4TV.com
said someone was shot and
robbed _ for his Playstation 3.
Being shot over something that
will eventually lead to hours of
fun, is no fun at all. Fun does
not seem to be in Sony's
vocabulary. The launch titles
were even lacking in the "fun"
depa,rtment.
Each launch title for the
Playstation 3 is lackluster, save
one. The new Gundam game,
"Genji," and "Untold Legends"
all look terribly last-gen.
"Resistance:Fall of
Man," however, takes
advantage of the processing
power and format to deliver an
epidural shot for the system's
birthing pains.
One diamond in the
rough is not enough to deserve
praise for a system that is
supposed to be the most
powerful on the market today.
The question remains,
then, will the Playstation be
fun? Sure, it will. It will take a
great deal to make the system
worth the pricetag, though.
Sony will need solid developers
and exclusive games people
want to play. Bide your time
until that day comes, because
the likelihood of having fun
with one anytime soon is slim
to none.

Happy holidays!
Hope your time with friends and family is wonderful.
See you next semester.
Your Quill staff

I had the pleasure of
going to see a sneak preview of
The Holiday, staring Kate
Winslet, CameronDiaz, Jude
Law, Jack Black and Eli
Wallach. The movie is about
two women who decide to
swap houses because they are
avoiding love, because each
has gotten out of a relationship.
Amanda, Diaz, has
recently broken up with her
longterm boyfriend and Iris,
Winslet, is given a reality
check when she discovers her
on-again, off-again boyfriend is
engaged to another woman at
the company party.
While Iris is staying in
,A~i;!,nda's ~.A .mansiqn, she
. adJusts and befriends
Amanda's elderly neighbor
Arthur, Wallach. Iris also meets
Miles, a score composer. Miles
is seeing another woman, and .

Iris is still in love with her exboyfriend. I enjoyed seeing
Kate Winslet play a modern
day British woman.
Amanda, who is staying
in Iris's cottage meets Iris's
brother, Graham, Law, when he
comes knocking on her door in
the middle of
the night. What girl would not
want Jude Law knocking on
their door in the middle of the
night?
Nancy Myers wrote and
directed the movie wrote the
script with Diaz, Winslet, Law,
and Black in mind. Look for
Hans Zimmer's influence in
Jack Black's humming of
classic movie scores.
If you're looking for a
light hearted "chick flick" to
see during ,the holiday season
The Holiday is one to see.

Catch a Rising Star Competition
(Continued from previous page)
by Vegas Lancaster from
called, he sprang up to the
When we went to
TCNJ.
stage, walked around, grabbed
the show to the
after
dinner
the microphone, took a deep
in the hotel I
Cafe
Rock
Hard
breath, and began. For seven
was at all
he
if
Brian
asked
minutes, Brian went through
the results
with
disappointed
his routine flawlessly, bitting
all man,
at
"Not
said,
he
and
every punch line and moving
up there
went
I
be?
I
can
how
around stage with great
performed
I
that
feel
I
and
enthusiasm. And just like that,
I'eally well, better then I
it was over.
hoped."
Brian said his thank
Soon after that
yon's and put the ~crophone
the winner of the
Lancaster,
·
back on the stand, and walked
came and sat right
competition
off the stage to the sound of
looked at me
Brian
us;
behind
applause, something he will
and
ironic,"
"How
said,
and
never forget.
to
around
turned
then
After the others were
congratulate him on a job well
finished, the winner was
Brian
announced, and although
done.
was fantastic, he was edged out
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You can play a role in the aesthetics of Centenary's future by entering a contest to design a sculpture which will be
installed in a fountain for Centenary's new quad, which is planned for the area in. front the David and Carol Lackland
Center to be built in the next few years.
Focus: original thinking, design, and creativity
Eligible contestants: Current students, alumni, faculty, and staff
Project Requirements:
Design may not exceed 10 feet in width, 12 feet in height, and 10 feet in depth
Artistic renderings are to bedrawn on 11' by 14" paper
All submissions must be handed in to Mimi Carr's office, Brotherton, 106, no later than April 1, 2007.
The design winner will be announced at Centenary's May, 2007 Commencement Ceremonies.
The sculpture will then be created in metal by a Centenary Alumnus and placed in Centenary's new Quad.
The 2001 alumnus, Richard Buschgans, who also received a Centenary MBA in december, 2004, is co-owner
ofLodi Welding Company, a wrought iron company that creates hand railings, fencing, spiral staircases, estate gates,
and sculptures (www.lodiwelding.com).
Buschgans said, "As a student, I learned the trade and took to the challenges and learned to appreciate art.
After I graduated, I returned to the family business with a knowledge and understanding of business management and
marketing technique. Currently, I work with the college on ornamental projects, the college that has given me a
wealth of knowledge and understanding of business.
I, in return, want to give back to the college, by creating, in "Project Sculpture," an art piece as a donation
and an indication of my gratitude."

's
By Edward Cross
A dorm room wall has a
mantra scrawled across it that
reads, "Style is not something
you put on, it's something you
are born with." This is
Centenary art student Mahir
Hornsby's personal creed when
it comes to fashion and design.
Hornsby's passion for his major
landed him the leadership seat
within the new Centenary
The group is
Fashion
new directions.
learned that art is
an extension of individual
eXTJre~;s1cm and has been since
the dawn of uuJ.uaJllHJ
Ancient cave paintings
the art of the hunt.
Classical pieces like the "Last
Supper" allow expression of
religious beliefs. Science is the
that explains the
art
nature of everything. Anything

was shown in this year's show,
but that did not stop Hornsby
can be considered art, from a
from commenting on last year's
structure's architecture, to the
unfortuante events.
very clothes people wear.
"In my opinion, fashion is art,
Fashion and style are
like theatre and dance and
just
because
art
of
unique realms
music. ffhis [an artist's]
they combine elements from
aesthetic is gritty and in your
every discipline. Math, the
face, so be " Hornsby said.
science of dimension, and the
The incident may have scarred
classic skill of painting all
the previous group's image, but
converge to form a designer's
that is no longer a factor. This
piece.
to
year's group is
Hornsby is a modern
channels
but
ancient cavemen to write on
student body.
walls.
Electric" fashion show revealed
fashion show and
Last
·that message with
fashion group were mired by
and a bevy of
and
what some termed
The Dec. 8 show was a
designs.
ma.ppJropna'te designs.. The
all involved. Over
for
success
group caught some
attended to watch
people
300
administrative flack as a result,
designers
featured
seven
the
and stagnated for a time,
display their artwork.
members said.
"This semester's show will
Nothing controversial

redefine the school's perception
of the Fashion Group. The way
we are putting together fashion
this year is exquisite," ·
Hornsby said vehemently.
Participation is a keystone of
the group's new goals. Every
student is encouraged to
participate with the Fashion
Group. Even those of the "Tshirt and Jean" persuasion can
submit their ideas as long as
they are designed from scratch,
he said.
One does not need to be
a Fashion and Design major to
submit work. The group does
not fall short of generosity
half the proceeds from
the show's admission charges
sent to Hurricane
are

Katrina relief.
"It's a fashionable cause,"
Hornsby said with a smile.
The shoV\6 large turnout, the
intricate designs, and the
generosity of the group are
lofty achievements. Design and
fashion are intrinsic art forms.
The group is full of young,
hungry minds with grand
ideals. Participation for all is
encouraged. ff art can open the
doors to perception, then the
Fashion Group can open the
doors to art for Centenary
College.

of
See
the fashion
show on p. 15.
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By Melissa Adams
The Centenary student
production of A Midsummer's
Night Dream was a bold and
lively performance that made
laughter the central theme of
the play, and its 80s appeal
made the play even more fun.
This romantic romjJ was
set in the language of
Shakespeare, but the costumes,
stage, and actions were all
current and very contemporary.
Before the play began,
the audience listened to retro
songsrelated to the central
theme oflove.
The show's opening
monologue was very creative.
Rather than begin with
• one character on stage, the
audience watched an incredible
and unexpected news clip from
a large-screen projector. In the
clip, the director ofthe play,
Dr. Carolyn Coulson-Grigsby
was the news anchor breaking
.with a story of a "merger": the
marriage of Duke Thes~us of
Athens and Queen Hippolyta.
In the opening scene,
Hermia refuses to marry
Demetrius, whom her father
has picked for her to marry.
She is in love with Lysander,
but under Athenian law she
must marry Demetrius or be
forced to face death or
spend the rest of her life as a
nun.
Hermia decides to run
away with Lysander into the
woods where her best friends
Helena and Demetrius are also
on the run. Helena wants to
prove her love to Demetrius,
·but is harshly rejected by him.
Demetrius tries to chase
Hermia and ruin her plan of

mnmin~ Lysilllder.
There is lots of fantasy
intertwined in the plot
involving fairies and a magical

love potion. Puck, a
mischievous fairy, is ordered
by Oberon, the king of fairies
to make Demetrius fall in love
with Helena.
However, Puck makes a
mistake by having both
Demetrius and Lysander
fall in love with Helena.
In the end, Puck realizes
this hysterical error and
reverses the potion to have the
two men _fall in love with their
respected matches.
The set was very simple.
The background was washed
out with pink and pHfPle
platforms. There were no
fancy backdrops, but the play
didn't need them. The
backdrop of the stage consisted
of a curtain that changed colors
throughout the play. Most of
the colors were ofshades of
blue, red, orange and black.
The fairies were rather
retro-punk looking. Most were
dressed in 80s rock-star garb
with rainbow-colored streaks
through their hair.
Most of the characters'
stage actions were rather
unnatural, but in an
unexpectedly effective way.
Rather than having the
characters' actions unfold only
onstage, the characters were
also mixed in with the audience
at certain times, and also
having the action take place
along the aisles. In most cases,

the fairies were in the aisles
having a conversation with a
character onstage.
The performers were all
extremely talented and seemed
to have had a great time
portraying their characters.
Puck, portrayed by Chris
Young had the most memorable
performance. He was witty,
mischievous, and sharp with
his words. He made the ·
performance very entertaining
and worthwhile with his
hysterical innuendoes and
charm that had the audience
laughing heartily.
Desiree Fitzgerald
portrayed Hermia, the woman
tom between decisions that
could affect the outcome of her
entire life. She mastered a
slight British accent, and
portrayed roller coaster
emotions-in one minute she
played the woman lucky to be
in love, and in the next, she
would portray the angry
woman upset that her lover is
choosing her best friend over
her.
Christoph Nowaczyk
portrayed Nick Bottom, which
is. a smaller character than that
of Puck or Hermia. However,
Chris was extremely funny
portraying a dowdy and
unappealing character. He had
great stage charm, and his
mannerisms made the character
notable.

beat track with a jazzy twist to
By Peter Vincent
it. This song was marketed to a
Just like Superman
wide variety of audiences in
returning to Metropolis and
commercials for Budweiser and
Michael Jordan Returning to
Monday Night Football.
the NBA, Jay-Z has returned to
Something most Nets Fans will
Hip-Hop to reign once again.
become very familiar with.
"Not only NYC's , but
Smart Move!
(3)
Hip-Hop's Savior" as he
"Lost Ones": This song
proclaims, Jay-Z has come out
is directed towards former
of his three- year retirement
friend and business partner
and released Kingdom Come,
Dame Dash, girlfriend
his eighth solo album and ·
Beyonce, and his nephew
14th, alt'ogether.
Kailk. "Lost Ones" is telling
Kingdom Come contains the story of these people and
14 tracks and three bonus
what they have lost, whether it
tracks remade by Jay-Z; if you
be a partnership, relationship,
upload the CD to itunes ,you
oralife.
(4)
also get the bonus freestyle 44
"Do You Want to
4's by Jay-Z.
Ride": This song with John
Here is a brief preview
Legend is probably the best
track-by-track of the new Jay-Z collaboration track on this
album.
album; however, it seems that
1-Not on anyone's play list
in most of the song Legend is
2- Not on my play list
outshining Jay.
(5)
3-Good to listen to every now
"30 Something":
and then
Though many may proclaim
4- Great Track
this is one of the best tracks on
5- Future Classic
the album, it also makes Jay
"The Prelude": This first seem like he is going through a
track is an intro with a twist,
mid-life crisis. He claims 30 is
forworded by "Pain in da Ass"
the new 20, but isn't Jay almost
who has been on numerous
40?
(4)
Jay-Z album intros. "The
"I Made It": One of the
Prelude" contains subliminal
many songs where Jay is
lyrics that are directed to the
telling us how successful his
illegal downloading of music
life is, as if we do not know it
on the internet.
(3)
already! (2)
"Oh My God!": This
"Anythillg": Great
second track is an up-beat track Collaboration with Usher, but
where Jay describes himself,
should have been done earlier
his lifestyle as a rapper, the
in both artists'' careers. This
pressures he faces in the rap
beat is also all over the place,
game, and in everyday life. (3) something that we would hear
"Kingdom Come": The
Missy Elliot and Usher on. Jay
title track of the album; Jay
tries to take it back to his
proclaims he is back to
"Jigga What" days but comes
takeover the rap/hip-hop game
up a little short in this track.
from the so-called "Villains of
Much more attractive to
the Industry" by comparing
female Jay-Z fans; hopefully,
himself to Clark Kent/
Jay didn't spend too much on
Superman; Sean Carter/Jay-Z.
this Urrsher chorus. (3)
One of his better tracks,
"Hollywood": Here we
lyrically. (4)
go again, another Jay and
"Show Me What You
Beyonce collaboration. This
Got": This was the first Single
song belongs on Beyonce's
released by Jay-Z from the
album. It is also another up(Continued on p. 15.)
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Jay-Z album review
(Continued from page 14)
album, not Jay's; enough
already! (2)
"Trouble": Sounds like
Dr. Dre's take on something
Timbaland might do, but in the
most boring way possible.
Sounds like Jay might be
rapping about how he doesn't
screw around on Beyonce. If
so, that's pretty disappointing,
if you ask me. (3)
"DigAHole": Jay
comes on hard in this track,
lyrically attacking the entire
Dip Set rap group, especially
Camron and Jim Jones. The
beat, however, sounds like a
sample beat from the computer
program "fruity
loops,"something that I would
associate more with J'Kwon
rather than Jay-Z. (2)
"Minority Report": This
. song gives us a glimpse into
Jay's perspective on the
Hurricane Katrina issue. We
have seen this before from Jay
with tracks about 911 and.the
War on Terrorism. Is this just
another move for "President
Carter" and the "Black
Republicans" or Jay making the.
"Song Cry"? (3)
"Beach Chair": Could
possibly be one of the best
tracks on the album; it has a
great beat to it, and the lyrics
pull the listener right into the
emotions of Jay at that time and
place in his life. (4)
Overall, I think that Jay
has done Hip-Hop justice with
this album. There may be a few
tracks that have weak points,
but the tracks that don't,
definitely outweigh the ones
that do. He has come back to
claim his throne and i~ ready to
defend it by maintaining his
street credibility and going up
against the likes of Camron,
Jim Jones, and 50 cent.
The clever marketing
and structuring of this album
will assure Jay millions of
dollars and top spots among
the charts--something that Jay
has always dominated over
these other rappers. Just look
at his first-week sales:
680,000!!!!

By Stephanie Kudlak
Recently, Enron's
forrner boss, Jeffrey Skilling
was sentenced to 24 years in
prison for the scandal that
caused the accounting
profession to be monitored
more closely than it had been in
the past.
Enron affected the
United States in many ways.
After the Enron scandal, many
employees of the company lost
their retirement funds and
pension plans, while the
executive officers pulled out
their money just in time before
this scandal was revealed.
The stock market took a
long time to rebound from the

'

effects, because many
companies' stock values were
dramatically decreased.
Arthur Anderson, one of
the top five largest accounting
firms, was criticized, and its
actions have tainted the
reputation of other accounting
firms.
The American
Institution of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA) knew
that more regulations must be
placed on these accounting
firms in hopes that a scandal of
this proportion should never ·
occur again.
This is why the
Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002
was created, which is a
guideline that'all public

accounting firms must comply
with in the United States . This
Act was created to eliminate
other scandals from happening.
Therefore, the accounting
profession has regained a
respectful position in the United
States.
The European Union
does not follow the Sarbanes
Oxley Act because it is only
valid in the United States . The
basic accounting standards that
are followed in the EU are
International Accounting
Standards (lAS) which helped
make laws when preparing
financial statements.
Because each country
uses separate accounting rules
due to differences in currency,

there is a problem when it
comes to providing reports
which could make it harder to
expose fraudulent activities,
even terrorist-based fundraising.
These are the reasons
why auditors are needed in the
world, and recent efforts have
been made to bring European
spending under some oversight
Some, however, are not happy
with this possibility.
Administrators should
not feel that auditors are being
too hard on their financials,
but should instead be relieved
that their countries are
protected from scandals that
create negativity within their
country.

Electric'

presented by The New Centenary Fashion Group
Developed, concieved, and designed by Mahir Hornsby, Stephanie Breon, Ray-Oliver
Bacoy, Jenifer Shannon, and Melanie Rosa.
Left, Centenary student Sonya Smith-Garner models an outfit
designed by Mahir Hornsby

Photos: Peter Vincent
(See related story, p. 13.)

At right, senior Monconjay Woewiuy models a bathing suit designed by Isabelle Espinosa

Center, Mahir Hornsby, president of the New Fashion Group
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Island Dragway is one of the
nonetheless.
in the early 1980s had taken
use the track until dark to do
gems in the area of
hidden
Even if you don't have a
over as the track's general
some tuning on their cars. The
that most people
Hackettstown
car that you think is worthy of
manager. He recalled
club is comprised of over 1 ,000
but if
acknowledge,
to
not
seem
drag racing, give it a shot
resurgence in the sport around
members from all over New
something
doing
like
feel
you
anyway or just go to
the mid 1980s.
Jersey, and a majority of
different for a change, go ahead
There has been
watch.
Island Dragway is back vehicles in the club are lateand give it a chance; once you
everything from minivans to
to its original popularity with
model Pontiac Trans-ams, and
get that smell of burning rubber
snowmobiles to run down the
official National Hot Rod
Chevrolet Camaros.
no turning back, or at
there's
quarter-mile. It:i' great fun and
· Association (NHRA) races
One of the members that
what I'm told: For
that's
least
an adrenaline rush. I~ not as
being sponsored by P.C.
I was able to talk with was
you can log
information
more
traditional as the movies or the
Richard and Sons, amateur
Kasey Caban. Caban drives a
website
Dragway's
Island
-onto
mall, and you get to meet some
racing nights, and special
1997 V 6 Camaro that bested a ·
islanddragway.com.
at
really great people, which is .
racing events, like the Mustang
14.90 second quarter mile prior
what this sport is all about, says
vs. Camaro challenge.
to this interview. Caban
Melissa.
The amateur racing
informed me that the club is a
By Adam Heymann
nights, also called test/tune,
web-based forum with two
and
Fridays
on
are
nights
administrators and two
Amid the movie theatres
you
where
is
This
Sundays.
that kind act as a
moderators
and shopping malls lies a tract
(as
brung,"
you
what
"run
a vice-president
or
president
offering something else to do
headgo
and
say)
would
racers
club.
traditional
a
in
would
on a Friday night, and it's just a
racers.
other
against
to-head
horsepower
this
all
With
few miles away. At this place,
If you plan on racing, all and drag racing going through
there is no speed limit, it's just
is a SNELL approved my head, it was only fair that I .
need
you
you versus the clock or an
valid driver's license, got my turn totake a shot
a
helmet,
opponent. Therei a sniell of
and $20. If you
belt,
seat
a
behind the wheeL I strapped on
burning rubber and racing fuel,
Island
helmet,
a
have
don't
a helmet and got behind the
and you can hear engines
But
piece.
a
$5
at
helmets
rents
wheel, not of a performance
roaring as they fly by you.
a
be
to
going
only
are
you
if
but rather, my truck. This
car,
The place is Island
$10
bringing
on
plan
spectator,
not the first time I had drag
was
Dragway, located in Great
"You
ID,
student
a
with
$8
or
at Island, but it was fun,
raced
Meadows, off Route 46.'
for
movies
the
to
go
even
can't
Tony
Manager
General
that kind of money," DeMarcky
DeMarcky says before it
says.
became Island Dragway it was
For DeMarckyracing is
just fields of cabbage.
[fF~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i\il
a family affair. His daughter
DeMarckyfather-inMelissa is drag racing fanatic
law, Ed Kowalick, owned the
Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill 111.
herself, .and it was his wife's
is
farmland in the 1920s that
father who had the idea to build
now Island Dragway, but after
the drag strip to begin
-Just 15 minutes from Centenary Collegea series of devastating fires he
drag
began
with. Melissa
decided to go into business
racing at the age of 9 as a
withAl Brown, an avid drag
junior dragster and worked her
racer during the time, and
way up to driving a 7 -second
turned the fields into a drag
dragster with a Chrysler engine
strip.
in races all over the country.
Island Dragway opened
But on the way up,
in August of 1960, with three
noticed that she had a
Melissa
I
business partners. As time wore
Open daily, two screens;
Camaros; today, her
for
passion
I
on, the track became out80s
13-second
a
is
choice
of
car
first-run films,
rageously popular. At this time
I
Coupon:
Kowalick bought out the rest of Camaro. When asked what she
I
concerts
would do if someone told her
the partners and became sole
popcorn
small
free
I
1
15
she couldn't drag race anymore
Charlotte's
owner.
be
would
"I
replied,
Melissa
ticket
with
Business was booming
I
severely depressed," and
throughout the 1960s.
purchase
laughed.
I
Legendary drag race,r
track
the
at
was
I
While
I
"Big Daddy" Don Garlits
interviewing DeMarcky, I was
showed up in 1964 and ran the
I
able to get into a closed-off
first official 20 1-mph pass at
I
event and talk to some of the
the dragway.
I
racers that belon 0ed to a club
~ll~
called New Jersey F~Body's of
expensive, the drag racing
America (NJFBOA.org), of
craze died down and so did
which Melissa is also a
business, said DeMarcky, who
member. DeMarcky let the club

•

But

became more
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